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This pocket-sized guide to quick and accurate color
mixing is an essential reference for artists of all media.
Inside are 2,460 printed color mixes from 12 standard
artist paints. Each page features the range you can
get from any two of these colors. Artists can seek out
the color they desire, identify the hues they need to
mix and then instantly reproduce the color on their
palette. They'll also find invaluable information about
every color including the strength, transparency and
handling qualities of the colors used to attain it. The
book's compact and convenient design lets artists
take it anywhere, capturing the color inspiration as it
hits them.
A reference that provides an understanding of the
colour theory and detailed information on mixing
pigments in watercolour, pastel, crayons, acrylic and
oil.
This pocket-sized, practical guide has everything the
acrylic artist needs to know about colour mixing, from
colour theory to complementary, warm and cool
colours, colour tone, using a limited palette, dull and
bright colours and local colour. There follows an array
of essential colour mixes using widely available
Winsor & Newton colours. Clear, practical and
beautifully presented advice.
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The follow-up to Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor
offers a robust index of landscape subjects that
correspond to the featured color mixing swatches,
discussing how color is influenced by the time of day,
the angle of the sun and changing seasons.
Little Blue and Little Yellow
Color Mixing Recipe Cards
The Complete Book of Mixed Media Art
The Ultimate Practical Reference to Watercolor Mixes
and Dilutions
Achieve Precise Color when Painting Landscapes,
Portraits, Still Lifes, and More
A DIY Guide to Living Well with Chronic Illness
All You'll Ever Need to Know about Mixing Pigments
in Oil, Acrylic, Watercolour, Gouache, Soft Pastel,
Coloured Pencil and Ink
These easy-to-use directories explain color theory by demonstrating a
range of color mixing techniques. The 256-page, full-color books
feature more than 50 carefully selected colors that, when used with a
basic palette, provide artists with more than 2,000 color mixing
options! Each combination is shown as a pure mixture straight from
the palette, demonstrating endless tint variations.
The way autoimmune disease is viewed and treated is undergoing a
major change as an estimated 50 million Americans (and growing)
suffer from these conditions. For many patients, the key to true
wellness is in holistic treatment, although they might not know how to
begin their journey to total recovery. The Autoimmune Wellness
Handbook, from Mickey Trescott and Angie Alt of AutoimmunePaleo.com, is a comprehensive guide to living healthfully with
autoimmune disease. While conventional medicine is limited to
medication or even surgical fixes, Trescott and Alt introduce a
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complementary solution that focuses on seven key steps to recovery:
inform, collaborate, nourish, rest, breathe, move, and connect. Each
step demystifies the process to reclaim total mind and body health.
With five autoimmune conditions between them, Trescott and Alt
have achieved astounding results using the premises laid out in the
book. The Autoimmune Wellness Handbook goes well beyond
nutrition and provides the missing link so that you can get back to
living a vibrant, healthy life.
'The popular Color Mixing Recipe Cards by William F. Powell has
served as a handy reference of essential color combinations for almost
10 years. And now this collection of recipes is available in an updated,
convenient format developed with your needs in mind! Conveniently
packaged in a concealed wire-o-bound book that lies flat when
opened, the recipe cards will always stay in order with no risk of getting
lost. The book also includes a Color Mixing Grid—the perfect guide
for accurately measuring paints. With mixing recipes for more than
450 color combinations, along with instruction in a variety of painting
techniques, Color Mixing Recipes is a valuable and practical resource
for both oil and acrylic artists
For more than twenty years, Lorri Goddard-Clark has colored the hair
of people from all walks of life—everyone from teachers and
homemakers to some of the most famous heads in Hollywood. But
while salon professionals like Lorri can achieve truly amazing looks,
most women choose to color their hair at home. Now, in this inspiring
book, Lorri shares her secret recipes for salon-worthy coloring and
highlighting techniques for the first time. The Hair Color Mix Book
shows how to combine tints found in readily available home hair kits
to create beautiful, vibrant custom shades such as: Dark Chocolate
with Deep Caramel Ribbons Toasted Cinnamon with Buttered Lights
Spiced Persimmon Gingered Toffee Amber Honey Dream with
Lemon Blossom Ribbons
Bigger Bolder Baking
1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor
Colour Mixing Guide: Oils
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Color Mixing Swatch Book
The Complete Book of Calligraphy & Lettering
Color Theory
100 Super Easy, Super Fast Recipes

Start painting today - it's easier than you think. If
you've ever dreamed of painting in watercolor, this is
the book for you. It's designed to help you start
experiencing the joy of watercolor immediately - even
if you've never picked up a brush. Mark and Mary
Willenbrink provide all the guidance and
encouragement you need. Their painting techniques,
tips and tricks help make every step you take a
success, from selecting colors to designing a
composition. It's like having two private art instructors
right there at your side. In no time at all you'll be
hanging original works of art - pieces you'll be proud
to show to family and friends. The Willenbrinks' easyto-follow instruction ensures it.
More than 100 accessible, flavor-packed recipes, using
only common ingredients and everyday household
kitchen tools, from YouTube celebrity Gemma Stafford
A bit of red here. A bit of red there. A bit of red... HEY!
You're colouring on my side! This bit of the book is for
BLUE. So begins a colourful squabble that takes an
unexpected turn - with a funny, feel-good ending!
'The perfect guide for any aspiring watercolorist, this
book includes more than 400 paint recipes, each
revealing the color proportions and dilution level
needed to achieve the featured swatch. Artists also
will discover helpful tips about altering values, graying
with complements, and creating portrait colors. A
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color mixing grid makes measuring simple, and the
concealed wire-o bound book lies flat when opened for
convenience.
Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes
Colour Mixing Bible
Watercolour Mixing Techniques for Botanical Artists
More Than 150 Recipes for Salon-Perfect Color at
Home
More Than 200 Fundamental Mixed Media Concepts
and Techniques
The New Color Mixing Companion
Minimum Colours for Maximum Effect, Using
Watercolours, Acrylics, and Oils
1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic & Watercolor
is the definitive color-mixing resource for oil, acrylic, and
watercolor artists. This user-friendly compendium is color
coded for quick-and-easy reference and includes two
removable color-mixing grids--one for oil or acrylic, and
one for watercolor. Follow these four simple steps to mix
more than 1,500 color combinations: Look in the Color
Guidance Index for the subject you want to paint--for
example, "Broccoli." Find the Color Recipe with the
subject's recipe number ("81") and a photo of the actual
paint mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure
each paint color. Mix the color. It's that easy! You'll also
learn about color theory, mixing values, complementary
colors, graying color naturally, mixing portrait colors,
rendering skies and clouds, and more. Also available
from Walter Foster's best-selling Color Mixing Recipes
series: Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic, Color
Mixing Recipes for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for
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Portraits, and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.
Colour is fundamental to painting and the ability to mix
and reproduce specific hues is an art in itself. Colour
theory can be dull and complicated, but in this book,
experienced artist and teacher, Sharon Finmark,
demonstrates colour mixing in a practical and easy-tofollow way. In addition to being an extensive visual
sourcebook to nearly 600 colour mixes, there are
paintings featured throughout with all the different hues
and mixes in each painting analysed and annotated. In
this way, acrylic painters learn by application how to get
the best out of their paints.
This could be the most useful watercolour reference
book you will ever find. This book has been designed for
use by anyone with an interest in watercolour, whether
beginner or very experienced artist. It contains handpainted mixing charts created using a palette of only
fifteen carefully chosen colours. Every possible 2-colour
mix is shown, along with the most useful 3-colour mixes.
The charts have been professionally photographed and
colour-matched to be as true to life as possible. Each
page is rich with notes about the various colour mixes
and their suggested uses in paintings. This is the
Standard paper version. It is also available in slightly
thicker Premium Matt paper and as an eBook for use on
Apple Mac, iPads and iPhones.
The definitive color-mixing resource for oil and acrylic
artists, Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic includes
color mixing charts that list each color needed to create a
combination and painting instructions in a handy,
portable size. Follow these four simple steps to mix more
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than 450 color combinations: Look in the Color Guidance
Index for the subject you want to paint--for example,
"Sunflower Yellow." Find the Color Recipe with the
subject's recipe number ("8") and a photo of the actual
paint mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to measure
each paint color. Mix the color. It's that easy! You'll also
learn about color theory, color value mixing,
complementary colors, graying color naturally, and
mixingportrait colors. Walter Foster's best-selling Color
Mixing Recipes series also includes Color Mixing
Recipes for Watercolor, Color Mixing Recipes for
Portraits, and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.
These books contain hundreds of precise color mixing
combinations for realistic results, as well as two acetate
grids for measuring paint units.
Washes, Color Recipes and Techniques
The Ultimate Mixing Palette
3000 Color Mixing Recipes: Watercolor
A Visual Guide to More Than 2500 Mixes and Glaze
Effects
Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits
Watercolor Mixing Directory
Mastering Color Mixing with Watercolors
Colour mixing is a key skill for the botanical
artist. In this practical guide, Jackie Isard
explains how to observe and use colour
accurately. She shows artists how to make
informed choices when selecting pigments, as
well as how to learn about colour mixing and its
application. Detailed instruction and advice are
given on understanding colour and pigments. The
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author explains how to 'see' colour and tricky
mixes, from greens and reds to the difficult
botanical greys. Includes advanced colour
application techniques - colour enhancement,
shadow colours and colour temperature
transition. Finally, step-by-step guides illustrate
how to paint with layers, how to use underlaying
colours to enhance, and colour and fine detailing.
Cover subtitle: An Essential guide to color-- from
basic principles to practical applications.
From Caucasian to Latino and East Indian hues,
this convenient book features master mixes for
an arry of skin colors, plus recipes for hair, eye,
and lip colors. The concealed wire-o bound book
also includes a plastic color-mixing grid for
measuring out paints, as well as a handy
conversion chart for finding acrylic equivalents of
oil paints and vice versa.
1,500 Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic &
WatercolorAchieve Precise Color when Painting
Landscapes, Portraits, Still Lifes, and MoreWalter
Foster Pub
Mixing recipes for more than 400 color
combinations
Watercolor for the Absolute Beginner
An Essential Guide to Color-from Basic Principles
to Practical Applications
Color Mixing in Acrylic
All You'll Ever Need to Know about Mixing
Pigments in Oil, Acrylic, Watercolor, Gouache,
Soft Pastel, Pencil, and Ink
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Mixing recipes for more than 450 color
combinations
More Than 500 Color Combinations for Skin,
Eyes, Lips & Hair
Provides instruction on mixing color
combinations for painting subjects ranging
from apples and cabbage to skin tones and
buffalo.
The Color Mixing Bible takes the time and
effort out of experimenting with colors by
showing you the vast range of color mixes
possible in each of the major artists' media.
Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor is the
definitive color-mixing resource for
watercolor artists. With a wide spectrum of
paint recipes, each revealing the color
proportions and dilution level needed to
achieve the featured swatch, this userfriendly book also includes a color-mixing
grid that makes measuring simple. Follow
these four simple steps to mix more than 450
color combinations: Look in the Color
Guidance Index for the subject you want to
paint--for example, "Eucalyptus Bark." Find
the Color Recipe with the subject's recipe
number ("293") and an example of the actual
paint mixture. Use the Color Mixing Grid to
measure each paint color. Mix the color. It's
that easy! You'll also learn about color
theory, mixingvalues, graying color
naturally, mixing portrait colors, and more.
Also available from Walter Foster's bestselling Color Mixing Recipes series: 1,500
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Color Mixing Recipes for Oil, Acrylic &
Watercolor; Color Mixing Recipes for Oil &
Acrylic; Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits;
and Color Mixing Recipes for Landscapes.
Understanding how to effectively use color is
the first step to becoming a well-rounded
artist. Special Subjects: Basic Color theory
is your guide. A perfect resource for new
artists and art hobbyists, Basic Color Theory
demonstrates the color wheel at work and
covers all the essentials, including
complementary, primary, secondary, and
tertiary colors; hue, saturation, and value;
color mood, temperature, and schemes; and how
to create a color chart. Each concept is
clearly explained in easy-to-comprehend
language so beginning artists can put their
newfound knowledge to immediate use. Also
included are step-by-step tutorials, as well
as techniques for basic color mixing in
different mediums. Designed for beginners,
the How to Draw & Paint series offers an easyto-follow guide that introduces artists to
basic tools and materials and includes simple
step-by-step lessons for a variety of
projects suitable for the aspiring artist.
Basic Color Theory allows artists to widen
the scope of their abilities, demonstrating
how to create color and value charts, basic
color mixing techniques, and a comprehensive
approach to understanding color
relationships.
More than 500 Color Combinations for Skin,
Eyes, Lips & Hair
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600 Watercolor Mixes
Mixing Recipes for More Than 400 Color
Combinations
Mixing Recipes for More Than 450 Color
Combinations
Damn Delicious
An introduction to color for beginning
artists

"Color Inspirations contains some of the very best color
palettes from the popular website COLOURlovers.com,
organized by color family in a logical, easy-to-use format.
In this complete reference, you'll discover 3,286 fresh,
inspiring color palettes--ready to be applied to your latest
design or project and complete with accurate CMYK,
RGB and HEX values. In fact, you can use the included
CD to import any color palette into your design software
immediately. This comprehensive book also includes a
brief primer on color theory and an inspiration section
that will help you discover new color combinations in the
world around you. It contains everything you need to find
the best color palettes for your project in a
snap."--Publisher description.
Learn to mix virtually any skin tone in oil, acrylic, and
watercolor paints with the recipes and acrylic mixing grid
in Color Mixing Recipes for Portraits.
Learn to create any color from a basic palette of just 11
colors!
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What if you could create any color you wanted, from a
basic palette of just 11 colors? That is what the art of
color mixing is all about. And once you master it, you will
be able to create a broad range of all the colors you might
need. Your options will be limited only by your
imagination.
In this color mixing book, Isabelle Roelofs and Fabien
Petillion first walk you step by step through the basics of
watercolor pigments, paper, and color mixing techniques.
Using just 11 colors, you’ll learn to bring more variety to
your primary colors, create basic colors (such as Payne’s
Gray and Van Dyke Brown), and create your own
secondary colors. This approach works no matter what
brand of paints you use, as each of the 11 colors is
identified by its universal pigment color (such as PY154).
Once you’re underway color mixing, you’ll see how four
artists interpret that basic palette to create thematic color
palettes tailored to different subject matter, such as
flowers, landscapes, portraits, and animals. Finally,
you’ll solidify your understanding of color mixing by
analyzing five watercolor paintings to see how the color
was achieved and how the painting was developed, layer
by layer, to achieve the final result.
Master mixing and using color! An easy-to-use reference
for watercolor painters of all levels, 600 Watercolor
Mixes shares all the keys to expert color mixing and how
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to enhance your work with vivacious shades and tints.
Beginning with comprehensive charts demonstrating the
nuances of each color pairing, 600 Watercolor Mixes
offers thorough color swatches of expected results when
using different color mixing techniques like palette
mixing, wet-into-wet, and overlaying. Plus, you'll get the
basics on color theory and concepts, including saturation
and value. Next, you'll learn about advanced color
mixing, such as creating grays and neutrals. With Sharon
Finmark's expert guidance, you'll discover how to get the
precise depth of color needed. 600 Watercolor Mixes
illustrates how colors can be used to enhance a
painting--to create spatial effects, add contrast, and make
shadows. Filled with watercolor illustrations and
examples, this manual gives all the color mixing
fundamentals for watercolorists of all levels.
Color Mixing Recipes for Watercolor
The Imbible
Understanding Color
Explore and Create Fresh and Vibrant Color Palettes
with Paint, Collage, and Mixed Media--With Templates
for Painting Your Own Color Patterns
Color Inspirations
Learn to Mix Fresh, Vibrant Colors for Still Lifes,
Landscapes, Portraits, and More
Acrylics

"From selecting the appropriate tools, such as pens, nibs,
brushes, inks, and papers, to learning optimal hand positioning
and understanding the intricacies of lettering angles, heights,
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spacing, and strokes, [this book] introduces aspiring
calligraphers and hand-lettering artists to the core concepts and
techniques that comprise the art of traditional
calligraphy."--Back cover.
Color Mixing in Acrylic features a range of techniques and
valuable instruction for working with and mixing color in this
classic medium.
A clear, comprehensive guide to colour mixing for the
watercolour artist. It begins with simple colour theory and a
colour wheel, with a template provided so that readers can paint
their own; a vital step towards understanding colour. There is
vividly illustrated guidance on complementary, warm and cool
colours, colour tone, using a limited palette, dull and bright
colours and factoring in local colour. There follows an array of
essential colour mixes using widely available Winsor & Newton
colours. A beautifully presented and practical guide to
understanding and mixing colours. Watercolour artists from
beginners to more experienced painters will find this a handy,
comprehensive guide.
A practical and inspirational manual that shows you a huge
range of color mixes in watercolor. The aim of the book is to
encourage you to get to know colors well and be motivated to
explore and experiment with color. Use the book as a handy
reference when you want to know how to mix a specific color, or
as a catalog of inspiration when seeking ideas to try in your
work. The handy color viewing card included can be used to
view each color swatch in isolation. This will help sharpen your
perception of the color or allow you to pinpoint a specific shade
to use in your own work.
Crayon
A Cocktail Guide for Beginning and Home Bartenders
More Than 3,000 Innovative Palettes from the
Colourlovers.Com Community
Colour Mixing Guide
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Watercolour
A World of Colours
Color Mixing Bible
- Provides more than 450 combination formulas
for quick color mixing reference- Features
color mixing grid for accurate paint
measurements- Offers instruction in a variety
of basic painting techniques- Packaged in a
reusable, peggable plastic pouch- Applies to
either acrylic or oil
Featuring a wide variety of mixed media
techniques, including drawing and painting,
stamping, stitching, ephemera, encaustics,
collaging, journaling, and more, The Complete
Book of Mixed Media Art is the perfect
resource for artists exploring the many ways
they can expand their artistic horizons with
mixed media art. Each technique is presented
with simple step-by-step examples of how to
wield basic art tools and materials to effect
both traditional and cutting-edge mixed media
concepts. Artists will not only learn a
variety of new concepts and techniques, but
also discover how to apply them within their
own mixed media projects. With so many
techniques to choose from, The Complete Book
of Mixed Media Art will inspire artists of
all skill levels to explore the many ways
they can get started with the ever-evolving,
ever-popular mixed media art form.
A little blue spot and a little yellow spot
are best friends, and when they hug each
other they become green.
The debut cookbook by the creator of the
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wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves
that quick and easy doesn't have to mean
boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted
millions of devoted fans with recipes that
are undeniable 'keepers'-each one so simple,
so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you reach
for them busy night after busy night. In Damn
Delicious, she shares exclusive new recipes
as well as her most beloved dishes, all
designed to bring fun and excitement into
everyday cooking. From five-ingredient Mini
Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss Sheet Pan Steak &
Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara,
the recipes will help even the most
inexperienced cooks spend less time in the
kitchen and more time around the table.Packed
with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute skillet
sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this
cookbook is guaranteed to inspire readers to
whip up fast, healthy, homemade meals that
are truly 'damn delicious!'
The Autoimmune Wellness Handbook
The Hair Color Mix Book
500 Acrylic Mixes
Special Subjects: Basic Color Theory
Colour Mixing for Artists
Color Mixing Recipes for Oil & Acrylic
Achieve Precise Color When Painting
Landscapes, Portraits, Still Lifes, and More
Micah LeMon had one slight problem when he
started bartending nearly twenty years ago: he
had no idea what he was doing. Mixology, he
came to understand, is based on principles that
are indispensable but not widely known. In The
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Imbible, LeMon shares the knowledge he has
gained over two decades, so that even
beginning bartenders can execute classic
cocktails--and riff on those classics to create
originals of their own. A good cocktail is never a
random concoction. LeMon introduces readers
to the principal components of every
drink--spirit, sweet, and sour or bitter--and
explains the role each plays in bringing balance
to a beverage. Choosing two archetypes--the
shaken Daiquiri and the stirred Manhattan—he
shows how bartenders craft delicious variations
by beginning with a good foundation and
creatively substituting like ingredients. Lavishly
illustrated in color and laid out in an inviting
and practical way, The Imbible also provides a
thorough overview of the bartender’s essential
tools and techniques and includes recipes for
over forty drinks--from well executed classics to
original creations exclusive to this book. Both a
lesson for beginners and a master class for
more experienced bartenders, LeMon’s book
opens the door to endless variations without
losing sight of the true goal--to make a
delicious cocktail.
The New Color Mixing Companion is a modern,
hands-on guide to working with color featuring
approachable projects that each explore a
different aspect of color mixing. In The New
Color Mixing Companion, artist and popular
Instagrammer Josie Lewis (@josielewisart)
offers easy lessons and exercises on how to mix
color and create exciting palettes. This
comprehensive guide starts with a crash course
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in essential terminology and visual vocabulary,
then shows you how to go beyond the wheel
and basic theory with hands-on projects that
illustrate and illuminate a variety of color
elements and techniques. The materials
used—including watercolor and acrylic paints,
and found or purchased collage papers—are
accessible, inexpensive, and readily available.
Plus, this art guide includes easy-to-use
templates featured in many of the projects;
their modern geometric layouts yield stunning
color arrangements. With The New Color Mixing
Companion, artists, crafters, and designers of
all skill levels will learn to take color in a whole
new direction!
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